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wind turbine blade section
V. Jaunet, C. Braud
LHEEA lab. - CNRS - Ecole Centrale Nantes
1 rue de la Noe¨,
44100 Nantes
Abstract
An experimental campaign is performed to the study of feedback lift control
applied to a wind turbine blade. A 5-digit NACA profile whose trailing edge
is rounded for circulation control purposes is used in combination with fluidic
actuation. It is first shown in this article how the modified profile performs,
in terms of aerodynamic forces, in both natural and manipulated cases. Then,
the dynamics of controlled pressure (and thus lift) establishment is identified.
A discussion is given on the speed of lift dynamics in comparison with previous
studies and on its ability to overcome lift perturbations due to external pertur-
bations. Finally, a feedback lift control experiment is performed showing the
feasibility of such control in a wind turbine environment.
Keywords: Feedback control, Wind turbine, Lift
1. Introduction
Wind turbines evolve in the atmospheric boundary layer at a height where
strong wind velocity fluctuations in both amplitude and direction can be found
[1]. These fluctuations not only modify the actual forces acting on the blade but
can also lead to dynamic stall [2, 3], therefore creating undesirable mechanical5
loads on the turbine that can lead to severe damages. Controlling the lift of the
individual wind turbine blades may thus be considered to soften these undesired
1
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forces.
Recently, Choudhry et al. [4] proposed to manipulate the flow using passive
actutator to reduce the lift pertubation due to dynamic stall. Although the use10
of passive actuators revealed to be efficient in this purpose, it may be difficult
to optimize their design for a variety of flow regimes. Moreover, the fact that
they have to be permanently installed may cause efficiency penalty at standard
functionning regime that might not be accepted by manufacturers and energy
producers. Flaps and slats are also considered for this purpose [5, 6, 7, 8] but ad-15
ditional moving parts, even very efficient, are often discarded by manufacturers
due to the plausible additional maintenance costs. On the other hand, Active
Flow Control (AFC) devices, such as systems using air injection to manipulate
lift, has received a lot of attention in aeronautic applications to achieve a lighter
and mechanically simpler high lift systems for transonic commercial transport20
aircraft [9].
Since the early work of Englar and Williams [10] and Englar [12, 11], circulation
control (CC) using secondary injection and Coanda effect at the trailing edge
is known to produce an efficient way of modifying the lift of a wing profile.
The lift gain produced by Coanda jet circulation control is obtained through25
two mechanisms. The main one is the displacement of the stagnation points
at the leading edge and trailing edge, hence changing the circulation around
the wing [11]. The second one is through suction by the very low wall pressure
that the Coanda turning can produce on the Coanda surface [13]. Circulation
control using Coanda effect has been investigated for a great variety of field30
from helicopter blades to propellers, showing the great interest of the research
community in such techniques [14]. However, circulation control using Coanda
has only recently been investigated in the field of wind turbine aerodynamics
[15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Cagle and Jones [20] and Jones et al. [21] provided ex-
perimental feasability evidence of CC on wing profiles similar to the one used35
on wind turbines but only gave steady-state information on the system. To
the author’s knowledge, few studies aimed at revealing the dynamics of lift en-
hancement by means of circulation control systems while this is an essential
2
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information for control purposes.
Closed-loop control of the blade lift must be considered to dynamically al-40
leviate the mechanical loads due to wind gusts. Closed-loop lift control has
been of great interest especially for post-stall performance recovery of aircraft
airfoils. Williams et al. [22, 23] used leading edge actuation to recover lift on
a 3D airfoil after separation of the boundary layer. Colonius and Williams [24]
puts forward that the dynamics response of lift shows some universal features,45
whatever the actuation or the type of profile of interest [25, 23]. They observed
a response time of about a dozen of chord convective time t∗ = C/U∞, where
C is the chord and U∞ is the freestream velocity. The same order of magnitude
is also observed by Darabi and Wygnanski [26, 27] in a separated flow over a
flap, by Mathis et al. [28] for a separation on a bevelled trailing edge and by50
Shaqarin et al. [29] in a thick separated boundary layer over a flap. Moreover, it
is generally observed that a pulsed fluidic actuation has increased performances
compared to a continuous fluidic actuation [21, 29]. Initial vorticity when the
jet is blown might explain the extra suction obtained by pulsed jets. Similar to
the observation of initial lift gain of controlled stalled airfoils made by Colonius55
and Williams [24]. It seems nevertheless that the research effort in closed-loop
lift control has mainly been focused on post-stall lift recovery.
Recently, Troshin and Seifert [30] performed closed-loop lift control on an
airfoil with distributed fluidic actuation on the suction side of an unstalled thick
wing, aiming at the recovery of lift loss due to surface degradation. They ob-60
served the lift to respond as a second order system with a typical response time
of 8.1 convective chord time (i.e. in the same order of magnitude of the stalled
cases). They also showed that the system dynamics may vary with both the
Reynolds number and the angle of attack (AOA). The higher is the AOA, the
higher is the gain, with a possibly faster response when AOA or Reynolds num-65
ber increases (it is not possible to distinguish AOA and Reynolds number effects
from their results).
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to provide a steady-state as well a dy-
namical information of lift control of a wind turbine blade profile whose trailing
3
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edge is modified to allow circulation control. The control objective is to compen-70
sate atmospheric perturbations from manipulation of the lift, and closed-loop
control is considered to dynamically maintain this objective. The experimental
apparatus is described in the section II, then the average natural and actuated
flow fields are described using PIV results in section III, providing information
on the actuation functioning. In section IV we provide steady state information75
on lift control. Section V is dedicated to the dynamics of lift control in both
open- and closed-loop configurations. Concluding remarks are given in section
VI.
2. Experimental set-up80
2.1. Blade profile
The trailing edge of aNACA−654421 airfoil profile has been rounded (radius
of curvature 2% of the chord) and the camber of the airfoil has been adjusted
to compensate aerodynamic degradation due to the round trailing edge. The
profile is presented in figure 1 (left). The standard NACA-65(4)421 profile85
is a thick profile with two CL drops corresponding to a first boundary layer
separation at the trailing edge of the profile for AOA ' 8˚, called latter αsep,
and a second strong flow separation at the leading edge for AOA ' 20˚[31].
From αsep to 20˚the separation point moves gradually from the trailing edge
to the leading edge, corresponding to a gradual variation of the loads. As can90
be seen in figure 1, this is also the case for the modified NACA-65(4)421 of the
present work as shown by Bale´riola [32] and Aubrun and Leroy [33]. The relation
between the two CL drops and the flow separation state of the current profile
has been investigated by Bale´riola [32] using PIV measurements. We focus our
work on AOA where only trailing edge separation occurs( AOA ' αsep˚but95
AOA << 20˚). The figure 1 also shows that the geometrical modifications of
the blade lead to an overall increase in lift due to the additionnal camber. Apart
from that, the modified wing lift behaves in a similar manner than the original
4
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Figure 1: (Right) Arifoil profile. The original NACA− 654421 airfoil is in red dash line and
the control profile NACA − 654421 − CC, used in this study, is in solid black line. (Left)
modified profile aerodynamic performances from Aubrun and Leroy [33].
wing.
100
The discrete microjets are distributed along the wing span from the stack of
thin profiles (1 mm spanwise) and thick blind profiles (20mm spanwise). The
thin profiles possess a round hole connected to a small air circuit (of 1 mm
width) open to the surface of the profile. This is illustrated in figure 2 (Left).
The thick profile possess the same round hole with no connection to the surface.105
Once stacked, the holes form a plenum chamber in the span direction of the
profile, which can be connected to pressurized air to generate discrete squared
fluidic microjets. The same principle is reversely used to measure the pressure
distribution around the chord. The measured pressure is hence integrated along
the span of the profile, providing results close to what can be obtained in a 2D110
pressure field.
2.2. Wind tunnel
The measurements are conducted at the University of Orle´ans, in the Lucien
Malavard closed return wind tunnel of the PRISME laboratory. The test section115
of 5 m long with a cross-section of 2 m x 2 m. The turbulence level in this test
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Figure 2: Left: diagram of a thin (non-blind) profile. Right:photograph of the thick (blind)
and thin (non-blind) profiles.
section is below 0.4% and the operating speed of the wind tunnel is set to
U∞ = 10m/s in the present study. The 2D blade is mounted between two
vertical flat planes in order to achieve a 2D flow configuration. The wing span
was equal to the distance between these two plates and measured L = 1.1m. At120
this free stream velocity, the Reynolds number of the flow based on the chord
length (C = 0.3 m) is slightly above 2× 105.
2.2.1. Unsteady angle of attack
A step in Reynolds number would be pefectly suited to model a gust effect.
However, it is not trivial to perform a wind step with a standard wind tunnel.125
At the blade scale, a simple steady shear inflow in front of a wind turbine rotor
disk induces a cycling variation of the blade incidence [34]. Therefore, some
aerodynamic facilities have modeled mean wind shear inflows effects using an
active rotation of the wing [3]. Also, additional devices can be used at the inlet
of the test section to explore different slow harmonic perturbations [35]. These130
studies do not however take into account the additional impact of small tur-
bulence scales. Impact of free-stream turbulence has been investigated for the
present NACA profile by Devinant et al. [31]. They show that high turbulence
levels have a major effect on aerodynamic properties when the separation point
moves from the trailing edge to the leading edge (AOA > 8˚). At the rotor135
scale, active grids are nowadays used to reproduce spectral features similar to
those found in the atmospheric boundary layer [36]. These perturbations can
adequately model stationary mean and turbulent flow properties of atmospheric
6
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turbulent flows. A the time of writing this article, a perturbation system is un-
der development in our wind tunnel facility to take into account the impact of140
more realistic gust conditions on the control efficiency. However, a first sim-
plified approach is considered in the present work. The wing is mounted on
a specific bench that automatically controls the AoA of the wing to simulate
a constant shear inflow in front of the wind turbine rotor. We focus on the
linear part of the lift curve (AOA < 8˚) with only modest explorations towards145
AoA for which the flow separates at the trailing edge (i.e. AOA ' 10˚but
AoA << 20˚).
The wing can oscillate at a chosen frequency and amplitude of the incidence,
around a specified AOA. The maximum allowed frequency is 1 Hz (or Stmax =
fC
U
= 0.03) and a maximum amplitude of 6˚was used in the present study.150
2.3. Air delivery system
The compressed air circuit delivering the air to the actuator is composed
of a pressure regulator, a plenum tank and the actuation is monitored through
the help of electric valves. The pressure regulator is used to expand the incom-
ming compressed air to a given pressure, monitoring the actuation intensity by
setting the microjet stagnation pressure. The expanded air is then stocked in
an intermediate plenum tank working as a decoupling capacitor, ensuring the
stability of the actuator stagnation pressure while the flow is rapidly set when
opening the valves. The momentum coefficient Cµ is used as a measure of the
actuation strength. It is defined as :
Cµ =
QµjVµj
1/2ρ∞U2∞Sref
, (1)
where, Qµj is the injection mass flow rate, Vµj is the injected flow velocity,
Sref = C ·L is the reference area of the wing, and the subscript ∞ refers to the
external flow conditions. It is straightforward to show that:
Cµ = 2 ·
PµjM
2
µj
P∞M2∞
· Sµj
Sref
, (2)
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where Pµj is the static pressure of the microjet at the exit section, Mµj is the
exit Mach number of the microjet and Sµj the exit section area of the actuators.
The present experimental set-up allows to vary Cµ from 0 to 0.14.155
As long as the injection stays subsonic, Pµj is equal to the pressure at the loca-
tion of the actuator. Hence, at constant incoming flow conditions, fixed AOA
and fixed microjet exit section, Cµ solely depends on the ratio of microjet to
external Mach numbers Mµj/M∞. This ratio can only be changed by increas-
ing the stagnation pressure of the micro-jet. The relationship between Cµ and160
the stagnation pressure of the micro-jets is theoretically non-linear, but in the
limited range of Mµj that could be set in the present experiment Cµ can be well
approximated by a linear function of the microjet stagnation pressure.
Note that we used the compressible form of the Cµ because the micro-jet Mach
number can easily exceed Mµj = 0.3 (the respective stagnation to static pressure165
ratio is 1.064). Furthermore, since Mµj is directly obtained from the isentropic
relations, there is no need to know the temperature of the microjet flow to com-
pute the Cµ, which makes this formulation easier to use.
2.4. Measurement apparatus170
2.4.1. Balance
First, the profile was placed on a 6-axis balance system to measure the time
averaged lift and drag. The balance was carefully calibrated so that lift and
drag uncertainties were estimated to be less than 2% in the free stream velocity
range used in this study.175
2.4.2. Wall pressure sensing
Two sets of pressure transducers were used during the experiments. The
first one was used during the open loop characterization of the lift dynamics.
The pressure taps were then connected to two Chell MicroDAQ pressure scan-
ners to synchronously obtain the pressure field around the profile. The scanners180
were externally triggered at 500Hz, the maximum possible sampling frequency
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with this configuration. Note that this sampling frequency is fast enough with
respect to the characteristic time scales of interest in this paper. At each rising
edge of the trigger signal, the pressure scanner performed an acquisition of all
the channels and sent the digital values over the network to a dedicated com-185
puter. The number of received samples were compared to the number of rising
edges to control that no packet losses were encountered.
The closed loop controler we used was integrated in a PC running a Linux OS
with a RT PREEMPT patch for hard real time performances. This computer
was equipped with an ADC PCI board for the input-output purposes. The ex-190
pected input of this controler is analog voltage values from pressure transducers.
Since the pressure scanners embed their own ADC, it was not possbile to use
them in our feedback-loop. Therefore a set of 16 FirstSensor analog pressure
transducers was used, allowing to measure the pressure using a standard acqui-
sition board on a PC. These sensors have a response frequency of 2kHz, sligthly195
faster than the pressure scanners.
2.4.3. PIV
The flow field around the actuator was probed using Particle Image Ve-
locimetry (PIV). A 2D-2C PIV system was used for cross-sections of the profile
(see figure 3 (Left)). The measurements were performed at different spanwise200
locations. Additionally, a 2D-3C Stereo-PIV system was used to measure the
flow field downstream of the trailing edge, at several streamwise locations (see
figure 3 (Right)). In both cases the cameras and the laser were placed on a
traverse system allowing to change the measurement position without modify
the calibration.205
The PIV systems were constituted of 16 Mpixels Imperx CCD cameras and
a 200 mJ Quantel EverGreen laser. The maximum PIV acquisition rate could
be set at 4Hz. The imaging was done through Nikon 200mm f#4 Macro lenses
set at their widest opening f#4. The chosen field of view was about 200mm210
wide (0.66C) in all cases, this gives a diffraction limited particle image size of
9
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Figure 3: Diagram of the experimental arrangement showing the location of the PIV mea-
surement volume in the 2D-2C configuration (left) and in the 2D-3C configuration (right)
6 µm slightly smaller than the pixel size [37]. Nevertheless, thanks to the suffi-
cient amount of light provided by the 200 mJ laser, the actual particle images
were bigger and no sign of peak-locking could be observed in the data. The
flow was seeded with olive oil particles generated through Lazkin nozzles. Their215
averaged diameter is less than 1 µm giving a response time of 2 µs which is
sufficient for the time scales of interest in this paper. We set the inter-frame
time accordingly to the maximum displacement and/or out of plane motion to
maximize both the measurement accuracy and the cross-correlation value. The
inter-frame time ranged from 5 to 20µs.220
For the Stereo-PIV the lenses were mounted to the cameras with Scheimpflug
adaptors. It was possible to set both camera at a 45 degree viewing angle,
ensuring that measurement errors are well balanced between all the velocity
components [38, 39].
The PIV image processing was performed using an iterative algorithm with de-225
forming interrogation windows [40, 41] and seeding adaptivity [42]. The initial
window size was set at 32x32 pixels with an overlap of 50%. Outliers were
rejected using a correlation peak-ratio of 1.3 together with a Universal Outlier
Detection spatial filter [43]. The processing was carried out in both Davis 8.2
from LaVision and DynamicStudio 2016a from Dantec Dynamics. The PIV was230
running at full speed and a set of 1000 PIV fields were taken for each actuation
intensity and measurement volume location.
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2.4.4. Synchronization
Given the numerous different measurements types, with their respective per-235
formances, that had to be performed synchronously, a dedicated triggering de-
vice was designed. The trigger signals for the PIV, the pressure sampling and
the actuation systems were generated using the internal timers and pulse width
modulation capabilities of an Atmel atmega2560 microcontroler. In the mean-
time, the trigger signals (for the pressure reccording and the PIV) as well as the240
PIV laser Q-switch signals were recorded on an independant ADC system to a
posteriori synchronize the data sets obtained at different sampling frequencies.
The acquistion of these signals was performed at 20kHz.
3. Flow field description/Mean spatial organization
3.1. Mean velocity field245
3.1.1. Streamwise flow field
We present in figure 4 the average streamwise and vertical velocity compo-
nents of the flow measured in the z = 0 plane around the trailing edge for three
different momentum coefficients. The velocity is normalized by the free stream
velocity U∞. Note that this velocity scale might not be appropriate to reflect250
the microjet exit velocity, which is expected to be an order of magnitude higher
than the freestream one.
The base flow (Cµ = 0, top row) is characterized by the existence of a recir-
culating zone with two counter rotating cells. These cells can be deduced from
the presence of the two positive and negative vertical velocity contours as well255
as the negative streamwise velocity contour circled by the black line represent-
ing the U = 0 isoline, just behind the trailing edge of the wing. Note that the
negative streamwise velocity contour were saturated to enhance the visibility of
the recirculation bubble. This is typical of bluff body wakes and is present in
our case because of the rounded trailing edge of the wing. The recirculating flow260
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Figure 4: Isocontours of the averaged streamwise (left column) and vertical (right column)
velocity components for various injection coefficients: Cµ = 0 top row, Cµ = 0.051 middle
row, Cµ = 0.11 bottom row. Results obtained from 2D-2C PIV in the center plane of the
wing z = 0 (i.e. including an actuation micro-jet) and A0A = 0. The black line represents
the U = 0 iso-contour, delimiting the recirculation bubble.
expands for about 5% of the chord length downstream, which represent about
one trailing edge diameter and is a typical bluff body recirculation bubble size.
When the control is on, the presence of the micro-jet flow is evident from
the yellow trace that is left in the streamwise velocity iso-contours. Contrary
to what was originally expected, the micro jet shows a limited turning angle265
around the trailing edge Coanda surface: it separates rather early from the
wall. This is due to a combination of a too high microjet height relative to the
Coanda surface radius, and three dimensional effects from the finite span of the
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discrete actuation slots [13, 11]. Nevertheless, we can see from figure 4 that the
actuation diminishes the overall size of the recirculation bubble and displaces270
the wake towards the high pressure side of the wing, which is highlighted from
the change of sign of the vertical velocity component in the wake (see figure
4 (Right)). Therefore, even if the actuation do not seem to perform as ini-
tially expected and that the circulation control can probably be improved using
a better suited microjet/Coanda-surface pair geometry, the actuation solution275
proposed here has a strong effect on the flow and it will be used later to analyze
the dynamic response of the flow over the blade for pre-stall configurations (see
section 5).
3.1.2. Cross-flow velocity field
As presented in the section 2 the fluidic actuation is three dimensional in280
our study, hence we need to verify how it performs along the span and seek for
possible three dimensional effects.
The cross-flow velocity fields taken at x/C = 1.03 of the natural and actuated
(Cµ = 0.11) cases are presented in figure 5 (Left and Right respectively). The
iso-contour maps represent the streamwise (top row), vertical (middle row) and285
spanwise (bottom row) velocity components.
It is evident, from figure 5 (top right), that the micro-jet locally diminishes
the recirculation bubble, right under the micro-jet. This induces spanwise cells
of recirculating flow.
At the streamwise position of the Stereo PIV measurement (i.e. x/C =290
1.03) and around the microjet, the actuation increases both the downwards and
upwards vertical velocity coming from the suction and pressure sides of the
profile respectively (see figure 5 (midle row)).
Finally, the presence of the microjet in the flow field forces the incoming flow
to circumvent this fluidic obstacle by turning away on its left and right. This295
explains the cells of the negative and positive spanwise velocity component that
can be seen in figure 5 (bottom row) next to the micro-jet axis location. It is
also clear from this figure that the flow in the recirculation area is also altered
13
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by the presence of the microjet. The recirculating flow cells that are created
in the spanwise direction are three dimensional, with non negligible spanwise300
recircualting motion.
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Figure 5: Cross-flow velocity fields taken at x/C = 1.03 and AOA = 0 for the natural
(left column) and for the actuated Cµ = 0.11 (right column) cases. The iso-contour maps
represent the streamwise (top row), vertical (middle row) and spanwise (bottom row) velocity
component.
To summarize, we have shown that the proposed circulation control system
affects the averaged flow field by reducing and by imposing a three-dimensional
effect on the recirculation area behind the trailing edge. It has also been shown305
that these effect are localized in the neighboring area of the microjet main axis.
In the following, we want to provide a quantification of the actuation effect on
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Figure 6: Comparison of actuated versus non-actuated lift curves for the current wing. (left)
10m/s
the lift and drag to relates the observed flow modifications to the eventual gains
in aerodynamics performance.
4. Aerodynamic performances/steady state response310
4.1. Controlled aerodynamic performances
In figure 6 we present a comparison of the lift curves for different actuation
intensities (i.e Cµ). The unmanipulated lift curve shows the expected trends for
this kind of profiles: a linear lift relation with the AOA for α ≤ αsep, followed
by a saturation for AOA over αsep corresponding to the start of the boundary315
layer separation from the upper surface of the blade at the trailing edge of the
profile.
From this figure, we can see that the actuation has numerous effects on the lift
curves. First of all, as expected from previous circulation control attempt, the
lift is increased for all angles of attack [44, 21]. This is an important character-320
istic if one aims at controlling the lift perturbations created by external wind
gusts for example. It is also clear from the CL curves that the actuation plays a
significant role in progressively delaying the threshold angle at which the onset
of boundary layer separation, αsep, occurs at the trailing edge [32]. It should be
noted however that it was not possible with the available blade design to blow325
jets that decrease lift. A new design is under progress for this purpose and only
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Figure 7: Comparison of actuated versus non-actuated drag curves for the current wing (left).
Thrust compensated drag (left)
alleviation of gust that increase wind speed are considered here.
Another observation that can be made from figure 6 is that the static gain is not
only dependent on the actuation strength Cµ but also on the flow state (i.e. the
angle of attack). As can be seen, much more lift is gained after the threshold330
angle αsep than at attached flow regimes (α ≤ αsep). This behavior was already
observed for various CC devices [45], therefore showing that the currrent CC
strategy works with the same principles as what can be found in the litterature.
Note however that the maximum gain seems to be located around α = 10˚and
reduces for higher AOA.335
In figure 7 left we present a comparison of the CD curves for different Cµ.
At a first glance, one could think that the control decreases the drag of the
profile. However, this is a simple microjet thrust effect. Indeed, each individual
microjet acts as a small nozzle that creates thrust in the opposite direction of340
drag, that can be measured with zero free stream velocity. By removing this
thrust effect on the drag measurements, drag curves overlap for all controlled
cases (see figure 7 right), showing that the fluidic control has little additionnal
effect on the blade drag.
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Figure 8: Lift coefficient as function of injection coefficient for α = 0 (left), α = 5 (center),
α = 8 (right).
4.2. Sensitivity of actuation345
We plot in figure 8 the lift coefficient gain against Cµ for various AOA in
the attached regime (i.e. α ≤ αsep). It is clear that the control gives a linear
change in lift for all presented AOA. As stated earlier, the relationship between
the micro-jet stagnation pressure and Cµ can be well approximated by a linear
relation. Since the relation between Cµ and the micro-jet generating pressure is350
almost linear (see dedicated previous section), it means that the lift increment
due to the actuation is directly proportional to the pressure set in the micro-jet
stagnation chamber. This is an interesting consideration for a future feedback
control strategy because pressure is a quantity easily measured.
We present on the same figures linear regressions of the measured lift incre-355
ments. We provide the estimated slope ∂∆CL∂Cµ in the legends of figure 8 and we
see that the actuation efficiency is greater for higher angle of attack (from left
to right). Note that this trend was also obsered by Troshin and Seifert [30] in
a different control configuration. In our case, the natural position of the stag-
nation point at the trailing edge moves upstream with increasing AOA. This360
provides more room for the control to displace it downstream, allowing for more
circulation changes at higher AOA.
4.3. Discussion on the performance of the current actuation
The comparison of performances with literature is a difficult exercise be-
cause of the variety of the different techniques that were used to manipulate365
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lift. In a review, Greenblatt and Wygnanski [45] proposed two main parame-
ters to evaluate the performances of various actuation devices proposed in the
literature. The first one ∆CL,max corresponds to the gain in maximum lift, and
the second one is the maximum post-stall lift gain ∆CL. We will only use the
first one here, since we do not deal with stalled cases in our current study. For370
example, Seifert et al [44] reported a 21% increase of ∆CL,max for a Cµ = 0.001
using a 2D continuous injection on a flapped NACA 0015 airfoil. From figure 6
we can see that the current actuation device offers a ∆CL,max of 32% but for
a Cµ = 0.139. Additionnaly, Cagle and Jones [20] and Jones et al. [21] used
the ratio of lift gain over injection coefficient ∆CL∆Cµ to evaluate the actuation375
efficiency at a given AOA. They reported a ratio of 50 at α = 0˚, for a similar
concept of lift control but using 2D actuation. Here, we measured a more mod-
est but non negligible ∆CL∆Cµ of 1.29 at the same AOA.
It is believed that these discrepancies are due to the three-dimensional actuation
performed in our study. Let’s assume that the circulation control is localized380
in span along the 2D sections of the foil where the micro-jets exists, which is
not a strong assumption given the observations made in the previous section.
We can therefore recompute the lift gain using the sum of the individual orifice
spans, la, instead of the wing span, L, as follows: ∆CL,max2D = ∆CL,max ·L/la.
This leads to a gain of 840% of ∆CL,max2D at Cµ = 0.139 corresponding to a385
non negligible 6% increase of ∆CL,max2D for Cµ = 0.001. This is closer to the
reported gains of Seifert et al. [44]. Similarly, we then have a 2D lift to momen-
tum coeficient ratio of
∆CL,2D
∆Cµ
= 26, which is of the same order of magnitude
than the results of Cagle and Jones [20].
This shows that the chosen actuation method performs in a comparable manner390
as the different techniques reported in the literature and confirms that most of
the lift gain is actually obtained through local modifications of the circulation,
as we inferred from the observations of the PIV results in the previous section.
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Figure 9: Pressure step response to actuation on the upper side of the wing at x/C = 0.09
(left) x/C = 0.89 (right). The results are presented for Cµ = 0.139 and α = 0.
5. Dynamic response
5.1. Phase locked pressure response395
Figures 9 shows pressure responses to a step in actuation, measured at two
locations along the chord of the wing suction side at α = 0 corresponding
to the trailing egde area (right) and the leading edge area (left). These step
responses where obtained by averaging 100 different uncorrelated realizations.
As can be seen, all the responses can be approximated to a response from a first400
order Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) system (see equation 3). Also, the
measured responses show a different dynamic response depending on its location
on the chord. Fastest responses (i.e. lowest response time) and highest gains are
observed near the trailing edge of the wing close to the location of the actuator.
For higher angles of attack, when the boundary layer separates from the405
surface at the trailing edge of the blade, different responses are observed. The
figure 10 presents pressure step responses obtained at α = 14 and Cµ = 0.138.
As can be seen, the pressure response for detached flow cases no longer resembles
to a response of a first order ODE system. At these AOA, it is possible to
recognize an under-dumped second order ODE system response, with a small410
overshoot.
In order to have a better overview of the multiple outputs of the system, we
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Figure 10: Pressure step response to actuation on the upper side of the wing at x/C = 0.09
(left) x/C = 0.89 (right). The results are presented for Cµ = 0.139 and α = 14.
fitted the following first order type response for each pressure response:
∆P (x, t) = P (x, t)− Pi = K u(t)
(
1− e−t/τ
)
, (3)
where P is the pressure, t the time, K = K(x) the steady state gain, τ = τ(x)
the time constant of the system (i.e. time to reach 63% of the steady state),
Pi = Pi(x) the initial value of the pressure over the upper surface of the blade
and u(t) is the control input that is equal to unity when actuation is ON and415
to zero otherwise. Typical fitted results are given in figures 9 and 10. Even
though, this response type is not adapted to the pressure response at high
angles of attack, it can be seen in figure 10 that the error between the fitted
function and the measured response is relatively small such that the gains and
response times obtained are fairly representative of the real system. Results can420
be separated in two areas. The first one near the actuator were a significant
peak, proportional to the control input Cµ, is observed and should induce an
increase of the pitching moment as usually observed in CC devices [46]. The
second area is plotted in figure 11 using the different dimensionless steady state
gains found around the chord of the profile for different control inputs (i.e. Cµ)425
at α = 0.
First of all, contrary to what is reported by many authors [26, 27, 28], we didn’t
find significant differences between dynamic responses to an actuation step ON
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Figure 11: Evolution of the gains K with the chord for varying actuation intensities, the
vertical axis was chose to cut-off the very high gains obtained in the neighborhood of the
actuator, open and closed symbols are for opening and closing actuation respectively
(open symbols of figure 11) and an actuation step OFF (closed symbols of figure
11). The main difference between these studies is the initial state of the flow430
before control. In the results of figure 11 the flow is attached all the time while
in the other studies the flow is either initially separated [26, 27], or the final
targeted state is the flow separation [28].
The second important observation is a clear effect of the actuation intensity on
the steady state gains: the stronger the actuation, the higher the steady state435
gain. This is in agreement with the previous results of the balance measurements
(see figure 8). At last, results show that the respective contributions of both
areas (i.e. nearby the actuation and around the chord) to the integrated gain
(lift coefficient) are of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the actuation
used in this study, although very local, modifies the overall pressure field around440
the wing, similarly as can be found in other circulation control configurations
[21, 20].
Figure 12 shows the dimensionless time constants τ found around the chord
of the profile for different control inputs. This response time corresponds to the
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Figure 12: Distribution of the time responses τ with the chord for varying actuation intensity
at α = 0. Open and closed symbols are for opening and closing actuation respectively
time needed to reach 63% of the steady state. The 99% steady state response445
time, τ99, is three times τ . τ99 is found to range from 1.5 to 13.5 convective
times. Note that previous studies did not investigate the response time around
the chord but rather close to the actuation, however, for locations close the
leading edge (or away from the actuation) the response time of pressure is of
the same order of magnitude of the one reported in the literature in separated450
flow over a wing [24, 22] and in detached boundary layer flow [28, 29].
Results of the present study show a clear trend of the response time around
the chord. For all input values, the time constant is increasing with the distance
from the actuation. If the static gains were homogeneously distributed around
the profile, no steady states change in pitching moment is expected. However,455
the fact that the pressure takes longer to establish far from the actuation in-
dicates that transient pitch torque is created during the establishment of the
modified circulation. This is rather important behavior for final application,
that might also be found in other CC devices.
We present in figure 13 the chordwise distribution of K and τ measured with460
Cµ = 0.139 for varying AOA. As expected for the lift curve presented in figure
6, the gain depends highly on the AOA on the suction side, while almost no
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Figure 13: Left: chordwise evolution of the gain K for different angles of attack. Right:
evolution of the response time τ with the chord for different angles of attack. On both figure
attached regimes are presented with black symbols, whereas blue symbols represent detached
flow regimes.
effect is observed on the pressure side. The highest gain is found for α = 10
in good agreement with the gain of CL found in figure 6. For higher AOA, the
gain deacreases, also in good agreement with figure 6.465
Regarding the response time of pressure, no effect of the angle of attack on
the response time is perceived for attached flow cases. As previously observed,
longer response times are measured for locations farther from the actuator. This
observation is no longer valid for detach regimes where the response time seems
to be more evenly distributed along the chord. The α = 10˚results show that470
for x/C < 0.6 the response times are comparable to smaller AOA whereas for
x/C > 0.6 the response times are increased compared to the attached flow cases.
For α = 14, the response times are clearly slowed near the trailing ege (i.e. for
x/C > 0.5) and accelerated near the leading edge (i.e. for x/C > 0.5) inducing
a relativelly constant time response over the chord. This is an indication that475
the separated flow possesses a different dynamics than the attached one.
The results of this section show that the dynamic response of the flow over an
airfoil is strongly dependent on the presence of flow detachment on the suction
side of the wing. Even though no direct measurement of the pitching moment
was performed, the results of this section show that a transient pitching mo-480
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ment is expected from the local response time of the pressure that depends on
the distance to the actuation. Hence, the fact that the local response time of
pressure depends on the distance to the actuation is an interesting result that
should be beard in mind.
Nevertheless, it seems that the pressure response to the actuation can be rea-485
sonably approximated by typical first order system types, demonstrating that
the dynamics of pressure establishment remains relatively simple.
5.2. Phase locked CL response
From the former phase locked pressure step responses, it is possible to build
the corresponding lift step responses by simply integrating the pressure field on490
the wing surface :
CL(t) =
1
Sref
∫
S
Cp(x, t)dx (4)
where Cp =
P−P∞
0.5ρU2∞
the pressure coefficient with x the projection of the
profile skin coordinates in the streamwise direction. The lift response ∆CL(t)
can then be directly obtained by spatially integrating the measured pressure
response at each time step:495
∆CL(t) =
2
ρU2∞Sref
∫
S
∆P (x, t) dx, (5)
where ∆P (x, t) is defined in equation 3.
The measured lift step responses are plotted in figure 14 for the three differ-
ent momentum coefficients at α = 0. The lift gain is normalized by the steady
state gain and all the lift responses collapse onto a single curve corresponding to
a typical step response from an ODE system. A least-square approximation of
equation CL(t) = 1−KLe−t/τL is performed and plotted against experimental
measurement points. The response time to reach 63% of the steady state is
found of the order of one convective time τ = U∞C while the response time to
reach 99% of the steady state is more than 3 convective times.
Theoretical lift response to gusts for attached flow cases is usually given by the
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Ku¨ssner’s function [47] obtained using potential flow theory. The derived lift
response can be approximated by a three exponential term function [48]:
CLg(s) = 1.0− 0.236e0.058s − 0.513e0.364s − 0.171e2.42s, (6)
where s = t C2U∞ is the dimensionless time based on the freestream velocity and
the half chord. The former equation is also reported on figure 14.
As can be seen, the measured lift response is faster than what is theoretically500
predicted. There might be several reasons why the theory fails in recovering
the measured response time. First of all the theoretical model uses inviscid
flow and thus cannot model the fact that the CC actuation modifies the flow
separation on the trailing edge. Moreover, the theory and the experiment do
not use identical type of perturbation: in the theoretical model the gust is505
modeled as a local camber modification of the wing whereas in the experiment
the perturbation is introduced at the trailing edge. It is therefore difficult to
conclude on the observed differences but it must be noticed that blade profiles
lift might have a faster response time than what is generally considered for
fluid/structure interaction.
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Figure 14: Step responses of the lift coefficient CL for different actuation intensity obtained
by integrating all the measured pressure responses at α = 0.
510
The measured lift step responses obtained for varying angle of attack are
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presented in figure 15. As can be observed, as long as the flow is attached (i.e.
α < 10˚) all the lift responses are similar and almost collapse onto a single
curve, suggesting that the lift response of the entire attached configuration can
be approximated by a first order response. The first order response previously515
identified is also plotted on the same figure and a satisfactory agreement with
the measured responses is obtained showing that the response time, τ , of the
attached lift in our case is of the order of 1 convective time τ = C/U∞.
For detached cases, the response curves are different and show an overshoot
of lift before it reaches the steady state value, which is a typical behavior of520
under-damped second order system. The response time of lift at these angles of
attack is therefore slightly longer than for attached cases. As a matter of com-
parison, we derived the step responses from the indicial lift response measured
by Colonius and Williams [24] on a semi-circular wing with leading edge flow
separation. This curve is reproduced on figure 15 and also exhibits an overshoot525
but with a slower response than for our cases for which only trailing edge flow
separation occurs.
These result may suggest that the lift response strongly depends on whether
the flow is separated or attached but also on how/where it separates from the
wall. Separation close to the trailing edge seems to provide faster responses530
than separation at the leading edge of the wing.
5.3. Comparison with turbulent scales
The response time scale observed in the previous paragraph has to be com-
pared with the times scales of perturbations that can be found in the atmo-
spheric boundary layer. Typical spectrum of atmospheric boundary layer veloc-535
ity fluctuations are given in figure 16, based on the formula given by Kaimal et
al [1]. This spectrum is plotted against a reduced frequency representative of
the characteristic scales of an existing wind turbine blade with chord length of
1m and velocity of 60m/s. As can be seen, most of the velocity perturbations are
low frequency with respect to the blade time scales: the peak frequency of all the540
perturbations are found below St < 0.1 for all the 3 velocity components. Since
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Figure 15: Step responses of the lift coefficient CL obtained by integrating all the measured
pressure responses for various AOA at Cµ = 0.14 compared with theoretical functions as well
as other experimental results. For sake of clarity only one point over 10 is plotted.
the open-loop control system has a characteristic frequency of St = 1, it is clear
that the proposed system is rapid enough to account for those scales. This is
illustrated in figure 16, where the shaded area corresponds to frequencies above
the cut-off frequency of the open-loop system, and the transfer function of the545
lift system is presented in dark-grey. It should be mentioned that the response
time of closed-loop systems can be made faster than the open-loop one, hence
ensuring that it is physically possible the account for external perturbations at
the blade scale.
6. Closed-loop control550
6.1. Control Modeling
From the results of the former section a numerical model of the system can
be built to evaluate the performances of a feedback controller. Since the system
can be represented by a first order ODE system, a PID controller should be able
to handle the system [29]. However, one has to notice that the present fluidic555
actuators are not proportional: valves are either open or closed providing a fixed
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Figure 16: Spectrum velocity perturbations in an atmospheric boundary layer taken at an
altitude of z = 80m and average velocity of 8m/s. The frequency is reduced by a wind
turbine blade length and velocity scales. The grey curve represents the efficiency of the open-
loop control system: beyond St = 1 the control system becomes inefficient.
output amplitude at each actuation. Duty cycle changes at a fixed actuation
frequency can be used to mimic changes in injected mass flow rate [49, 29], this
is similar to switching a high voltage in order to provide lower voltage power
supply in electronics.560
The present actuation system (valves with pneumatic circuit) have a maximum
response time of around 0.007 seconds that was measured on bench experiments
using hot-wire measurements. The controller is thus more than ten times faster
than the response of the system, τ99 = 3 × C/U∞ ≈ 0.09 seconds. To take
into account the binary operation of the valve, we have developed an additional565
model. This allows us to evaluate the effect of binary actuation on lift control
compared to proportionnal one. The overall model is presented in figure 17,
where PI is the proportional-integral controller, H is the lift transfer function
as identified in the former section and V is our valve model. In this figure CL0
is the lift setpoint, CLp the lift perturbation, Cµ the actuation signal and C
∗
µ570
the more realistic actuation signal with solenoid valve type properties.
The PI controller was designed according to the Ziegler-Nichols rules, and im-
plemented with an anti-windup. The lift transfer function that is being used
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is presented in figure 17 (right). The valve system V, is actually a binariza-
tion of the output of the PI controller. The valve model is constrained so that575
the valves can only change state after a minimum duration corresponding to
half their minimum response period of 3.5 ms. To ensure a more realistic and
smooth actuation signal, the pressure rise in the plumbing was modeled by a
first order dynamical system with a reponse time of 3.5 ms. Hence, the total
response time of the modeled actuation sytem is 7 ms, in agreement with what580
was experimentally observed. A typical closed loop control result is shown
PI V
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CLp
CµCµerr.
-
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H
CL
*
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Figure 17: Diagram of the feedback-loop model developed to simulate the control system
(letf). Transfer function H used in the feeback-loop model (right).
in figure 18 (left). The setpoint was changed from CL0 = 0 to CL0 = 0.1 at
t∗ = 50. At the same time, an external sinusoidal pertubation was imposed:
CLp = 0.05 cos(wpt
∗) with wp the perturbation frequency chosen according to
figure 16. As can be seen, even with a binarized actuation the actuator is still585
able to minimize the effect of the perturbations so that the output lift stays
close to the setpoint.
It is clear form figure 18 that the control could not entirely remove the lift
perturbation. The remaining lift oscillations are due to the non-proportional
behavior of the valves, indeed if the valves are modeled as ideal ones (i.e. have590
an infinitesimal reaction time), the incoming perturbations could be entirely
removed as can be seen in figure 19.
Another important point that arises from the fact that our actuators are binary,
is that parameters of the controller (i.e. PID) have very limited impact on the
efficiency of the control. This is obvious considering that the actuation signal595
computed by the PID is actually binarized a posteriori by the valves. This
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Figure 18: Example of simulated lift control in the time domain (left). Comparison of normal-
ized lift perturbation with the actuation signal duty cycle (right). The actuation is started at
t∗ = 50.
means that no fine tuning of the controller parameters is actually needed when
electromagnetic valves are used.
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Figure 19: Example of simulated lift control using ideal valves. The actuation is started at
t∗ = 50.
6.2. Experimental results
Based on the encouraging results obtained using the model of the previous600
section, an experiment has been designed to test the closed-loop control. The
wing is mounted on a motorized bench allowing to vary the angle of attack,
which acts as a perturbation in lift as sketched in the figure 20 (right). The
profile is equipped with 15 pressure sensors on the suction side of the wing which
serve to estimate the lift. Note that no sensor was placed on the pressure side of605
the wing. Since the lift setpoint is evaluated by integrating the average pressure
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distribution around the wing at a given angle of attack, this estimation of the
lift information (using the suction side only) was found enough for an efficient
and simple proportional controller implementation.
Since the actuation can only increase the lift, the perturbation consists in a
sinusoidal variation of α defined as follows:
α(t) = α0 −∆α · sin(2pifαt), (7)
where α0 is the AOA at which the lift setpoint is measured, ∆α is the amplitude610
of the perturbation and fα the oscillation frequency. The oscillation frequency
is chosen so that Stα =
fαC
U = 0.003. It is at the same time low enough to avoid
dynamic stall effect and/or hysteresis effect that can be expected to appear
around St = fαCU = 0.1 [2, 50, 51], but high enough to be representative of
scaled atmospheric turbulent perturbations.615
The feedback loop used in this experiment is shown in figure 20 (left). The error
between measured lift and the setpoint is computed and fed to a proportional
controller. The output of the controller is then binarized to a TTL electric
signal that can be used to actuate the electric valves. Then a new estimate of
lift is computed by integrating the pressure on the wing and compared to the620
setpoint, hence closing the loop.
PI
L0 Cµ
-
+
LCµ*ΔL
L(t)
U∞
α(t)
Figure 20: Diagram of the feedback-loop used on the experiment (left), sketch of the external
lift perturbation applied to the wing by varying the angle of attack (right).
The results of the closed-loop control in the attached regime are presented
in figure 21 for αsp = 4˚and ∆α = 2˚. Before the control is turned on, the
lift oscillates in phase with the perturbation. It is clear that, as soon as the625
control is ON, the lift oscillations are reduced by 83%, proving that feedback
control of lift using fluidic actuation is an efficient method. The results of the
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closed-loop control in the separated regime is presented in figure 22. The main
difference with the previous results is that there is a phase opposition between
the AOA perturbation and the lift output before control. This is expected from630
the change of slope in the CL vs. α curve for AOA greater than 10˚. However,
this does not modify the control efficiency which is found of the same order of
magnitude.
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0
t [s]
-0.2
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
Control OFF Control ON
α−αmin
∆α
L−Lmin
L0
Figure 21: Time traces of normalized lift and angle of attack. The lift controller is set at
t = 40s. Setpoint measured at α = 4˚: the flow is attached.
These results not only show the feasibility of feedback lift control but also
show that this simple control can be applied even when the regime of the flow635
over the blade is in the non-linear part of the lift coefficient.
7. Conclusions and Perspectives
An experiment was designed to evaluate the ability of lift control by means
of fluidic actuation on a modified the trailing edge of wind turbine blades. At
the studied Reynolds number of 2 · 105, the proposed device is able to increase640
the average lift of the profile with a proportionnal dependance between lift gain
and actuation intensity. It was observed that the actuation was more efficient
around the flow trailing edge separated regime. PIV measurements were per-
formed to examine the flow modifications indicuded by the actuation, and it
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Figure 22: Time traces of normalized lift and angle of attack. The lift controller is set at
t = 40s. Setpoint measured at α = 12˚: the flow is separated.
was shown that the lift gain is associated to the pinching of the recirculating645
flow downstream of the trailing edge.
The dynamics of the lift change was studied and we have shown that the
wall pressure dynamics has a time scale that depends on the distance to the
actuation. It was also shown that the time scales associated to the establish-
ment of the modified mean flow and the ones associated to the return to the650
initial state are the same. This behavior is different from the observations made
for separated flow control where separation and reattachement usually possess
different time scales [26, 27, 28]. We have shown that the lift response also
depends on the state of the flow on the suction side of the wing (i.e. no sepa-
ration, trailing edge separation): the lift response time increases when the flow655
separation occurs closer to the leading edge.
For attached cases the lift dynamics was shown to be well approximated by a
first order ODE system with a characteristic time scale of C/U taken at 63% of
the steady-state value, giving a 99% time scale of 3C/U . When a trailing-edge
separation occurs, the response shape can be approximated to a second order660
ODE system, with an overshoot and a slightly longer time scale. It is noticeable
that the time response of the present attached cases is slighly faster than what
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was observed for stalled cases [22, 24] and much faster than the theoretical lift
response obtained from thin airfoil theory. Moreover, a key information to keep
in mind is the difference of 2 orders of magnitude between the slow turbulence665
time scales of the incomming boundary layer and the faster lift dynamics time
scale. This ensures that the control can act fast enough to allieviate some of the
load associated with gusts. A model was derived from the observed dynamics
allowing to test the control strategies. A model of the binary actuation system
was included for more realistic condition purposes. It was shown that a feedback670
loop control is expected to work even if the actuators are not proportionnal. An
experimental evidence of the feasability of lift control is also provided using lift
perturbations obtained by variations in angle of attack. Up to 80% of the lift
oscillations could be removed for AOA varying within ±2˚, the state of the flow
being attached or separated at the trailing edge of the blade. As mentionned675
earlier in the paper, the lift dynamics is assessed here using trailing edge per-
turbations at a single moderate Reynolds number and the gust perturbations
are mimicked by changes in angle of attack. Some more research efforts are
required to investigate both the lift response and control preformance to more
realistic perturbations.680
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• Lift control using fluidic actuation at the trailing edge of a windturbine
blade
• Investigation of lift dynamics on a windturbine blade
• Experiemental closed-loop control of lift
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